The Task Force received its charge from Dean Diane McFarlin and Executive Associate Dean Spiro Kiousis.

How can we better connect curriculum with experiences? Beyond current experiences?

How do we improve existing experiences? Better quality, more impactful

The Immersion Task Force is a sub-committee of the 2020 Task Force.

The findings of the Immersion Task Force should be submitted by the end of the current semester.

It will be critical to maintain regular contact with Randy and Linda.

Only 40% of graduating seniors have had immersion experiences...But lack of those experiences does not mean our graduates are not getting jobs.

Curriculum should be a College sport, not a department sport.

Be Bold!!!

Look at venues, other experiential opportunities such as frank

What jobs are we not preparing students for?

PR’s Alpha Productions works with real clients/small clients

DEFINE OUR MISSION – how is it different than an internship?

Our experiences are richer because of the doing, not watching or being “mentored”

Experiential hours/touches for every student

Respectfully submitted,

Bridget Grogan